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•udent-somethina that he/she can see• makifta 1e111e
and helpful to diem. Accordinafy, we suaest that you:

I

'Thr primary objttti� of Tit, ADf,IA/1/CER is to
l/111/ill a basic: part of the "adlng, motivational, com1pn1t,nsion ,nhanttm,nt and ,go Slrengthening nttds of
011r )'011n1 and older ad11/ts not p�Mntly in any for
1maliud p11b/k 1ehool syst,m. Its 1«ondary p11rpoM is
to Mrw a exc,11,nt 111pplemental r,ading for the large
1111mlwr of ya11n1 P«Jple in p11blic (and othrr) for
maliud khools whrrr n1ch help is indic-ar,d.
Th/$ new lramfn1 enhanttment tool is b,ing p111
to1,r1ter on a vol11ntttr basis (there are no paid staff
either nationally or locally in AO/P) by ex1Nrienc:ff! pro
/,aionals who ofte11. have varying views concerning how
(levrl-wiR) s11ch students should b, approached. Sine,
many of you, too have opinions as rrading sp«ialists,
wt' wlcome your comments and would apprrc:iatr grrat
ly your su11ntions. Also, wr invitr-and 11rgent/y
nttd-articles for inclusion in Th, ADf,IA/1/CER. Each
orticle must include a Mt of questions for IIM in our
Tutor's Guide.
Since wt' may have to combine similar articln and
slgnificant(v edit others, we fttl it is b,st to maintain a
policy of no credits. The objective of all of us is to do
t4'hat we can to eliminate the awrsomeness of illiteracy
wherever it exists.

Mexicans arc Black? Where do they live? What arc
Mestizos? How many Mexicans are in this aroup? Why
were Mexicans ashamed of their Indian heritage? Arc you
proud of your herita,e?

(I) Mocivate student interest by introducina diTncuk
words in each artick with a dilcuaion. Jr a chalkboard,
eud or chart paper i\ available, write them. befOft or as
they are used in c:oatext.

THE GREAT DEPRESSION-Ask: What was "Black
Thursday"? How many people were out of wor\t in 1931?
How many people were out of work in 1�2? How many
people were out or work in 19337 Why did Jim sell apples
on the street? How much did he make if he 101d all of his
apples? Why couldn't the cities and towns feed the
unemployed? Do you know anyone who lived during the
Great Depression? Ask them how they survived.
Skill: Look for words with the short sound of a, e, I and
u in this story. Copy the words in your notebook. Find
other words in your newspaper. Cut out the words and
paste them in your notebook. Practice saying these sounds
before a mirror when you arc combing your hair, putting
on makeup, brushing your teeth, shaving, etc.

readint

(2) Guide the
of each artlck by l)Olilll questions
usina words In the text. If necasary, take a lffltence • a
time. As the studenl propeua, you can take a parapaph
• a time.

(3) Teach OM skill after each artlck.
(4) Have student re-read to put the skill word tauaht
back into context.
For this issue, you miaht concentrate thusly:

DRUGS AND YOU-Ask: What keeps people from sleep
ing? Why do people need sleep? Why arc barbiturates
called "downers"? What arc sleeping pills?
Skill: Look for words with the long sound of a, c, l and
o. Remember the long vowels say their name. Write all the
words you find in your notebook. Practice saying these
words in front of the mirror. Notice how your mouth looks
as ·you say them.

CARLOTTA, THE LIBRARY ASSISTANT-Ask:
Where does Carlotta work? What is the circulation area?
Name three (3) duties of the library volunteers. What does
it take to make a good library assistant? Why does Carlotta
take courses at the Community College?
Skill; Vowels like a in cat, e in ten, l in Is and u in cup arc
called short sounds. How many short sounds of a, e, l and
u can you find in the story on page l ? Write them in your
notebook.

General Guidelines
This auidc is primarily designed to arouse and maintain
motivation in the student by continuously hiahliahting
those elements in these articles which focus
issues of ma
jor concern to them; addreu their ego strenathening needs
and sense of self; and convey productive alternatives to
preconceived notions and ways of thinking that have
hindered us from maximizing our potential.
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TUTOR'S GUIDE
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WAYS OF EXPLORING SPACE-Ask: Where is the
biggest telescope in the world located? What is a light-year?
Write on the board the number or miles this telescope can
see out into space. What is an astronomer? What Is a dish?
Where is the I .�foot dish located?
Skill: Complete the forms of these verbs: I see, you ·
he (shc,it) ___, we ___, you
___, they ___. I mean, you ___, he (she,
it) ---• WC ---• you ___, they
___. I made, you ___, he (she, it) ___
we ___, you ___ , they ____.

MAKING A LIVING: AFRICAN STYLE-Ask: What
advice did the villager want? Why is it the man's duty to
give his tribesmen money and food? Do you think this is a
good custom? What conflicts arc Africans often faced
with? How many Africans in Black Africa are fanners?

------------------------•
,.................................................................................... .

THERE IS NO COUNTRY LIKE MEXICO-Ask: How
many Mexicans are White? Who are they? How many

This orientation can help make the necessary mechanical
process that follows more meaninaful and acceptable to the
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OUR HISPANIC NEIGHBORS
Mexico is not an imitation of Spain or
England or France. Mexico is not an im�
itation of the United States. The history
of Mexico is the story of a conquered
people who would not accept their con
quered condition as permanent. "It will
not be like this forever," they said to
themselves.

There Is No Country Like Mexico

About 30 out of every 100 Mexicans are
pure-blooded Indians. They belong to
more than 50 Indian tribes. Each tribe
has its own language and customs.
Some of these Indians still speak the
old languages and live in the same part
of the country where their ancestors
lived for hundreds of years.
Maya (my '-uh) Indians still live in the
Yucatan Peninsula. Zapotec (zah '-puh
tek) Indians still live in the Oaxaca
(Wah-hah '-kah) Valley in southern Mex
ico. Otoml (o-tuh '-mee) Indians are
among the poorest in Mexico. They still
live on the very dry Central Plateau.
Ten out of every 100 Mexican
re
White. They have European ancestors.
Some of them are descendants of the
Spanish conquerors, who came to Mex. ico In 1519. These Spanish conquerors
ruled Mexico for 300 years. Other White
Mexicans belong to Spanish families.
They fled from Spain during the Clvll
War In that country during the 1930's.
About one in every 100 Mexicans Is
Black. They are descendants of
Africans who were brought to Mexico
as slaves by the Spanish conquerors.
They live mostly In Veracruz and
Acapulco.

The largest group of Mexicans are of
mixed Indian and European ancestry.
About 60 out of every 100 Mexicans are
Mestizos (mes-tee '-zos). Mestizo Is a
Spanish word for mixed.
At one ti_me many Mexicans were
ashamed of their Indian heritage. This
attitude came from the Spaniards who
looked down on all dark-skinned peo
ple. The Indians were treated as slaves.
Thi� attitude has been changing since
more people learned about the wonder
ful Indian clvlllzatlons that existed hun
dreds of years before the Spaniards
came to Mexico.

!That•, okay, Pablo,
· this sign say•·: "Go BY 1 and get 1-

New Words to Learn
CIVIL WAR {slv '•ul wahr)-n. A war between sections
or groups of the same country.
CIVILIZATION {slv-uh-luh-zay '•shun)-n. The stage In
the progress of human beings when they are no
longer savages and when arts, sciences, government,
etc. are developed.
CONQUERED {kong '-kured)-adj. Gained by using
force; defeated.
DESCENDANT {de-sen '-dunt)-n. A person who
comes from a particular group of ancestors.
HERITAGE {her'•uh-tlj)-n. Something that Is handed
down from earlier generations or from the past.
IMITATION {Im-uh-ta '•shun)-n. A copy or likeness;
made to look like something better; not real.
PURE-BLOODED (pyoor-bluded)-adJ. Not mixed with
anything else.

Ramon, I tried to tell you, becauH
you misunderstood. BY means: near
or beside. You were BY those chlpe.
It also means In or dudng: BY the
· time you return thoH chlpi;rn
be at home. BUY means: to get
by paying money; ancf
' finally, BYE as In I'm
.
going home for dinGOODBYE.
�, ner-
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M ORfIY ENTERPRISE DEVElOPMENT WEEK
OCIOBER 7-13

T lethon promotes minority business

I

M

ayors from 13 Inland Empire cities are scheduled to
appear on the program - live and on tape, Lee said.
Also appearing on tape will be San Bernardino Coun
ty Supervisors Cal McElwain and Robert L. Hammock
t do n't entirely fit the profile of a traditional telethon.
and Riverside County Supervisors Norton Younglove, Patricia
There will be no breathtaking beauties dancing across the
Larson and Kay Ceniceros.
stage d no heart-stopping Las Vegas production numbers.
The broadcast will reach 450,000 households with an esti
0 anizers of this telethon are all business.
mated 1 million viewers.
In fac , business is what the Minority Procurement Telethon
Truman Jacques, KCBS-TV talk show host, will conduct the
is all abou . The four-hour telethon is aimed at linking minority
program. Organizers said they will have no probLem filling the
businesses with large corporations and will be broadcast at 7:30
four-hour time slot.
p.m.Oct.9 on public television station KVCR,Channel 24.
"We have about 7½ to 8 hours of programming to put into
four hours," said Tim Dickey, the telethon producer. "But as my
Teleth n organizers are touting the program as the first of
father used to say, it's better to have it that way than the other
its kind an as a model for the nation.
way."
"The rpose of the telethon is to match qualified minority
The telethon is being held in conjunction with Minority En
businesses ith major corporations and large businesses in the
Development Week, a national observance, from Oct. 7terprise
Inland Em ire that normally contract for goods and services,"
13. President Ronald Reagan proclaimed the week to recognize
said Fran
Grice, executive director of Operation Second
the contributions of minority businesses to the country's eco
Chance,a j b training and economic development agency.
nomic growth.
"It is so designed to create more awareness of the suc
"America's growth and prosperity depend on the full partici
cesses, pro ems and concerns of the minority business commu
pation of all its citizens," said Reagan in proclaiming minority
nity," Grice aid.
business week."If we as a nation are to remain the world's leader
The tel thon was Grice's idea.
in innovation, technology and productivity, we must ensure that
Minority firms will be contacted to bid on the job.
all Americans are involved in our economic progress," he said.
"Last y ar when meeting with national media directors from
No business opportunity is out of reach for the telethon,said
"The fulfillment of this challenge has become more realistic
the Minorit Business Dev�lopment Agency of the U.S. Depart
Keith
Lee,
the
program
coordinator
today,
because of the significant contributions of minority Amer
ment of Co merce ... they talked about the importance of using
telecommu cations, the printed medium as well as the tele
Home remodeling. plumbing, electrical work and computer ican entrepreneurs to our economy," said the President.
Grice said the telethon could not be a reality if not for the
vision medi m," said Grice, who sits on the Minority Business repairs will be among the opportunities offered during the four
cooperation between the public and private sector.
Developmen Agency board.
hour program.
"The production of this pilot program is the finest example
ne of the things we've been trying to do is ac
"We encourage homeowners who want a driveway put in to of the government, private sector organizations and corporations
quaint minority business to the need to get some call," Lee said. "Any corporation that wants a tilt-up building
working together with minority businesses for a common pur
exposure."
should call.
pose in reaching for a cooperative goal," Grice said.
Exposing minority-owned businesses to a
"Even though the community has,through the endeavors of
"From
the
driveway
to
the
tilt-up,
we
will
find
someone
to
do
e serves two purposes, Grice said.
OSC and other, become more aware of the contribution that
the job," he said.
expand the ... awareness of what positive contri
minority businesses have made,the challenge,however,remains
It will cost about $80,000 to produce the telethon, Lee said. to build upon the foundation of exposure which has been laid,"
been made (by minority businesses) to the total
Most of the cost is being defrayed by various businesses.
community."
said Grice.
steering committee was formed in August 1983 to pro
Response to the telethon has been tremendous,Lee said.
And, "w hope that the- exposu·re will let people know that
duce
the telethon. Members were responsible for set
we have qua ified professional minority business people in the
About 250 minority businesses were expected to signed up
ting
guidelines
for the project, determining the appro
community."
for the program in advance,he said.
priate
approach
and selecting the telethon management
Minority usinesses should be used in the "master plan " for
elethon organizers have set a "conservative " goal of se staff.It was determined that the telethon would be produced as a
overall devel pment in the Inland Empire to create jobs at the
curing 250 business opportunities equaling about $4 mil community effort and no one organization would be responsible
neighborhoo lfvel,Grice said.
lion in contracts for the program. They want to go be for the total effort.
"I guess ' Jjll emphasizing neighborhood level because ...
yond that figure,however.
In addition to the Minority Business Development Agency in
most of our itlority businesses are located right in the neigh
Washington and OSC,sponsors include:
The
program
will
feature
some
elements
of
a
traditional
borhood ...w 1re the largest unemployment is."
Assemblywoman Gwen Moore, Buenavision Cable TV, CBS
telethon, including Hollywood stars and volunteers to answer
Grice str sed that the telethon is not attempting to set up a phones.
TV, California Cable Television Association, Continental Tele
qouta system r minority businesses.
phone, Department of Defense Audio Visual Agency,Foundation
Actor Charleton Heston is scheduled to deliver a taped mes for Community Service Cable, General Telephone, Group W Ca
"We're gi ing them exposure to opportunities, but they have
sage. There is a possibility that President Reagan will also appear ble Inc., KHJ-TV, KTLA-TV, KVCR-TV, Metromedia Television
to be competit ve," she said.
in a taped segment.
and Neo Productions.
Developin opportunities for economic growth is the theme
In addition to those supporters, other program sponsors are:
Other
government
officials
scheduled
to
appear
on
tape
are
of the teletho
Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldridge and James Richard the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
The progr rp wilJ feature .various small businesses offering son Gonzales, national director of the Minority Business Enter National Association of Cable Programmers, National Associa
services, and afger firms promoting work for their smaller prise Development Agency.
tion of Minority Contractors, Pacific Bell, Public Utilities Com
counterparts.
mission,San Bernardino County Cable Coordination,San Bernar
The telethon may not rival a Jerry Lewis production for its dino County Economic Development Commission, TRW, U.S.Air
arge co anies that require goods and services will make
a com t�ent to give a minority business the opportuni pure entertainment value,but it will have about 15 acts from the Force Aerospace Audiovisual Service and the U.S.Department of
ty· to bi on that contract. They will call in during the San Bernardino-Riverside area and Los Angeles, including actor Housing and Urban Development.
teletho
nd volunteers answering the phones will ac- Raymond St.Jacques.
In addition to Channel 24, the telethon will be covered on
cept the infor von, passing it along to be announced on the air
There will be flashes to a "scoreboard " to show the rising other cable television outlets, Lee said. TV Guide was scheduled
to list the program in its magazine,he said.
as a particular
rtunity.
number of job opportunities.
r
By LARRY HICKS
Sun Stoff Writer
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Page 2 - Salute to Minority Business

Minority Enterprise
Development Week, 1984
By the President

of the United States of America
A Proclamation

America's growth and prosperity depend on the full partici
pation of all its citizens. If we as a Nation are to remain the
world's leader in innovation, technology and productivity, we
must ensure that all Americans are involved in our economic
progress.
The fulfillment of this challenge has become more realistic
today, because of the significant contributions of minority-0wned
busines.5es reveal the true meaning of entrepreneurship. They
have emerged as a dynamic force in the marketplace, bringing
innovative products and services to our economy, and constitut
ing the principal source for jobs and training for thousands of
American workers.
As we enter an era of greatly expanded opportunities in eco
nomic growth and development, it is appropriate that we encour
age minority business owners by recognizing their temendous
contributions toward the continued economic development of our
nation.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, RONALD REAGAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby proclaim the week of Octo
ber 7 through October 13, 1984, as Minority Enterprise Devel
opment Week, and I urge all Americans to join together with
minority business ent�rprises of our Nation in appropriate obser
vances.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this
nineteenth day of June, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-four, and of the Independence of the United States of
America the two hundred and eighth.

INORITV
OCUREMENT
ELETHON
Inside

Billy Davis among scheduled entertainers ------------------p.3

.

How telethon will reach area viewers ----------------------p.4
Show's producer seeks sense of community --------------p.5
President Reagan wishes telethon success -----------------p. 10

Grice and her OSC behind the success
of many S. B. area minority businesses
By LARRY HICKS
Sun Staff Writer

SAN BERNARDINO - Frances J. Grice has a track record of help
ing other people develop track records.
As executive director of Operation Second Chance, Grice and her
agency have helped about 725 small and minority-0wned businesses in
the Inland Empire obtain more than $110 million in loans and job con
tracts since 1970.
OSC, as the organization is known, provides vocational and high
technology training to hundreds of disadvantaged and minority teen
agers and young adults at its School of Opportunity at Highland and
Western avenues. The agency has a successful job placement program.
When people talk about others who have had a strong impact on
the well-being of Inland Empire's minority community, and particular
ly San Bernardino's West Side, one of the first names that usually pops
up is Frances Grice, and her OCS.
"I just can't say enough about the agency and the help they've
given us," said Don Griggs, c0-0wner of Irv Silver, a men's clothing
store.
With stores in San Bernardino's Inland Center Mall and Riverside's
Tyler Mall, the upscale Irv Silver's began in the early 1970s, thanks to a
federally guaranteed loan coordinated by OSC, Griggs said.
"I believe it was in 1972 that we got the loan," Griggs recalled. "We
were one of the first business loans that went through her (Grice's)
company.
"We had pursued other (financing) avenues and we finally got word
of Second Chance and what they were trying to do for minority busi
nesses. We met with (OSC official) Wesley Jefferson and they put things
together for us. We received tremendous support from them," said
Griggs.
"We were turned down several times and it got frustrating, but the
Second Chance people kept our spirits up and stayed with us. When we
got the loan they just didn't drop us. They continued to ask if we
needed any assistance; they directed business our way," Griggs said.
"We live and die with them," said Grice of OSC relationships with
the businesses it bas helped. "Their success makes us successful."
Another entrepreneur helped by Grice was Lin Tang, owner of
Bing's Famous Cathay Inn.
"They (OSC) were a very big help," said Tang recently. "My hus
band (now deceased) and I didn't have a lot of money to start Operation
Second Chance helped us get the necessary funds through the Small
Business Administration.
"Without their help we may not have gotten into the business as
fast as we had hoped," said Tang. "They made it a lot easier."
The oldest surviving Chinese restaurant here, Bing's has been in
operation since 1940 and has passed through the hands of two families.
The restaurant was first operated by Bing Wong out of a house at
463 W. Highland Ave. He moved the restaurant to its present location at
949 W. Highland Ave in 1956.
Wong sold the business in 1974 to Tang's husband, Wei-Yen, a for
mer chef and then owner of Tang's Pantry in Redlands.
The restaurant has a 250-seat capacity, and Tang said she plans to
open a second restaurant sometime in the future. When s?e does she
will look to Operation Second Chance for assistance, Tang s3:1d.
.
Grice's latest venture bas been the promotion of minority busmess
es and building stronger financial relationships between them and
large corporations.
An instrument used in achieving that goal is the Minority Procure
ment Telethon, to be broadcast on public television station KVCR,
Channel 24.
The program will feature various small businesses offering serv
ices, and larger firms promoting work for their smaller counterparts.
Grice said the program, if successful, will serve as a model for
similar broadcasts nationwide under the aegis of the Minority Business
Development Agency of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
More importantly, Grice said, the telethon will serve as a vehicle to
highlight the positive side of minority business.
"Usually all we heard before is minority businesMl! tau," Grlce said.
"This telethon will educate the community to show the positive effect
they (minority businesses) do and could have."
Operation Second Chance was faunded by Grice in April 1968 be
cause of her concern and frustration at the apparent inability of many
young people to find employment.
(Please see Grice, Page 7)

Frances Grice

Gloria M. Harrison

Gerald Bean

Area newspapers team up to honor minority business
By LARRY HICKS
Sun Staff Writer

SAN BERNARDINO - The marriage of The Sun and four ethnic
newspapers in San Bernardino and Riverside counties to produce two
special sections honoring and promoting minority business was not a
match made in heaven.
The publications always have been competitive and often critical of
one another.
But for the second consecutive year the "majority" press has joined
with the "minority" press in an effort to spotlight and promote a goal of
greater economic wealth and independence for minorities.
The "team" includes black community newspapers Precinct Re
porter, American News and Black Voice News, the Hispanic newspaper
El Chicano and The Sun.
Three of the ethnic newspapers are located on San Bernardino's
West Side. El Chicano operates out of Colton. All publish once a week.
The five newspapers' latest effort is the publication of a special
section, of which this story is a part, on the innovative Minority Procur
ement Telethon broadcast Oct. 9 on public television station KVCR,
Channel 24.
The telethon is running in conjunction with Minority Enterprise
Development, a national observance from Oct. 7-13.
Sun Editor Wayne Sargent said the papers have learned they can
disagree without being disagreeable.
"All of the newpapers in this joint venture publication are compet
. itive with one another for advertising and for news," said Sargent.
· "That is proper.
"Each sometimes disagrees with the political and editorial position
: taken by another. And that is proper," he said.
·
"What all of us agree upon - and it is the reason a joint venture
like this is possible - is that existing minority-Owned and minority
. operated private business is vital to the Inland Empire; further, that
: wider ownership and operation in the American private sector is vital
: to the progress of minorities, hence to all of society," Sargent contin
.· ued.
"I am pleased that The Sun is part of the publication coalition for a
: second year. We intend to be part of it next year, too," he said.
The first joint effort by the five newspapers occurred last year with
.
· the publication of a tabloid called Saluting Minority Busin�ss. That
'. special section won several honors including the "National Unity

Award" given by Lincoln University in Jefferson City, Mo.
That award is the most prestigious given by a black institution to
media. The local newspaper coalition won out over such publications as
Newsweek magazine and the Detroit Free Press.
The concept of merging the efforts of The Sun and the four minori
ty newspapers to pay tribute to local businesses owned and operated by
minorities was that of Frances Grice, executive director of Operation
Second Chance.
"I think, number one, that the effort we put together in the tabloid
last year was good," said Cheryl Brown, editor of the Black Voice News,
which circulates primarily in Riverside County.
"I have taken it to (the) .National Newspaper Publishers' convention
who were impressed with it," she said.
Brown said "admittedly it (the tabloid) was a puff piece" that didn't
deal with the harsher apsects of minority businesses' struggle for survi
val. "But it was still a good effort," she said.
"In the future, however, I'd like to see us have more substance that
would look at some of the problems that we, as minority businesses, are
faced with in our society," Brown said.
Despite their differences in the past, Brown said she had no reser
vations about working with The Sun on the tabloid last year.
"I was enthusiastic from the day Mary Marshall (advertising ac
count executive at The Sun) mentioned it to me because I believe in
working together," Brown said. "I saw it as an opportunity to improve
the sad relationship The Sun has had with the minority community in
the past."
Brown and her husband, Hardy, have owned the Black Voice News
since 1980. The paper's average circulation is 5,000 copies, most of which
are distributed in Riverside.
The Black Voice News has offices in both Riverside and San Ber
nardino.
Sam Martin, publisher of the American News, in the past has been
a harsh critic of the The Sun, but in an interview recently Martin
preferred to focus on his present relationhip with the newspaper.
"The ehallenge of the day is the thing we're confronted with and
we can't waste time in looking back as Lot's wife did," Martin said.
"As for the five newspapers coming together to produce the tab
loid, it's one of best and greatest breakthroughs that has happened
anywhere in the United States," said Martin. "It's efforts like this that
enabled San Bernardino to be named an All American City."
The American News was founded in 1969 and has a circulation of

about 10,000, Martin said.
Minority newspapers are often looked at as leaders in their re
spective communities.
The emphasis in the four newspapers is on the positive aspect of
the black and hispanic communities. Their objective is to be a voice
for the minority communities they feel have been neglected in the
past by the majority press.
The ethnic publications have seldom, if ever, shown a reluctance
to criticize public officials they feel have wronged their commu
nities.
On the West Side the Precinct Reporter, the American News and
El Chicano have carried considerable influence over several council
races in the black and hispanic neighborhoods.
The Precinct Reporter was founded in 1965, during the turbu
lent days of the civil rights movement.
The paper prints about 38,000 copies a we�k. said James Ceasar,
adverstising representative. The paper runs about 12 pages a week.
Publisher Art Townsend is a leading figure in the political and
economic environment of the West Side. Some members of the black
, community have referred to him as "the godfather."
Townsend's relationship with The Sun has been a good one that
dates baclc to the tenure of former Sun Publisher William Honeysett,
who ran the daily from 1977 to April 1983.
In his paper's editorial columns Townsend has lauded The Sun
for its 1980 study of minorities in San Bernardino County, called Skin
Deep.
El Chicano, run by publisher and editor Gloria Macias, evolved
15 years ago from a government-sponsored college newspaper to one
of the leading commercial publications with a focus on the Hispanic
community.
With its close ties to the community, El Chicano is considered a
bellwether in the local political scene. An endorsement from the
paper is sought by minority and anglo politicians alike.
The newspaper's circulation is about 10,000, Macias said.

j
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Billy Davis, Raymond St. Jacques
highlight telethon's entertainment
By LARRY HICKS
Sun Staff Writer

by the Governor of the State of California

WHEREAS, the future of this state is dependent tJpon the growth of our economy and the
resourcefulness of our citizens; and
WHEREAS, minorities and women have aided significantly toward the improvement of
our future through their contributions in California; and
WHEREAS, it is essential that all segments of our society be given the opportunity to
contribute to our economic productivity and the betterment of their Jives; and

Singing star Billy Davis Jr., who gained fame with
the Fifth Dimension, and actor Raymond St. Jacques
are among the celebrities appearing on the Minority
Business Telethon on KVCR, Channel 24.
Also appearing will be actress Sheila Frazier.
Though the telethon's goal is to link minorty
owned business with large corporations for job op
portunities, organizers say they recognize the need
for strong entertainment to maintain viewer interest
in the program.
The telethon also will feature Lawrence "Blinky"
Walden, a former resident of Riverside, who will
perform along with other San Bernardino and Los
Angeles area entertainers.
Walden will be bringing a review that includes
his own _production company and band. He recently
returned from Atlanta where he appeared with pop
singers Jean Carn and Geoffrey Osborne.
Walden lived in the Riverside area for 10 years
before moving to Los Angeles to pursue an entertain
m�nt career. He worked at University Heights Mid
dle School in Riverside as a counselor and taught
African Art and Black History at the University of
California, Riverside.
Walden also worked for the San Bernardino
Westside Community Development Corporation.
Walden recently completed a three-year stint at
Disneyland. He has performed with music stars Jim-

. my Smith, Willie Bobo and Nancy Wilson.
St. Jacques has appeared in more than 15 motion
pictures, including starring roles In "Cotton Comes
to Harlem" and "Come Back Charleston Blues." He ls
currently playing a villain ln the Charles Bronson
crime film, "The Evil That Men Do."
He has made numerous guest appearances on
popular television shows, including "Falcon Crest,"
"Matt Houston," "Love Boat," "Hart to Hart" and the
"Fall Guy."
St. Jacques is developing a picture - he is the
writer, director and producer - called "The Mur
ran," a story about an African warrior.
He has performed in Shakespearean festivals ln
San Diego, New York and Connecticutt.
Davis was the lead singer of the pop group the
Fifth Dimension, most remembered for the hit," Up,
Up and Away." He later left the group to form a
successful singing duo wJth his wife, Marilyn Mccoo,
also a former Fifth Dimension member.
Also appearing on the telethon will be actress,
singer and dancer Leslie Bee Burroughs and Wal
den's band, Eureka, featuring Dale Akins (bass), Land
Richards (drummer), Jewett Bostick (guitar) and
James Polk (keyboards). Classical magician Lawrence
Lessner will perform as will Walden's three-member
female backup group, The Blinkettes.
There will a Michael Jackson look-alike, the sing
ing duo of Julie and Robin, comedian Antonio Ra
fael, impersonators of the famous Motown group The
Supremes, and a mariachi band.

WHEREAS, the State of California has made a commitment to increase minority and
women-owned business participation in our future; and
WHEREAS, state government can assist in providing the stimulus for expanded participa
tion· by minorities and women in the economic system;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Governor of the State of California, do
hereby proclaim the week of October 7 through October 13, - 1984 as California Minority
Enterprise Development Week.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the Great Seal of the State of
California to be affixed this 29th day of August
1984

4,._Q.,,,li�
Governor of California

ATTEST:

Raymond St. Jacques
THE CITY LOVES AND IS GRATEFUL TO
ITS MINORITY BUSINESSES.
.
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U.S. CONGRESSMAN
36TH DISTRICT

Congratulates

SALUTES MINORITY
BUSINESSES

Minority Businesses
1040 W. Baseline
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 889-0231

Commercial - Resld•ntial - Industrial

BELro DEVELOPMENT OOMPANY

,.VICTOR P. TORRIS CONSTRUCTION
General Contractor

II

S11n Bem11rdino, C.lifornia 92401

381-3548

GREGG
LIQUORS
1620 W. Baseline
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 885-1057

*

(714) 884-8764

OPERATION SECOND CHANCE. INC.

7660 Smerber Rd•

Corona, Ca. 91720

"ADVERSITY CAN ENGULF THE INDIVIDUAL, NOT THE GROUP"

CONGRATULATIONS
"I personally join
in saluting all mi
nority businesses
in our community.
Let us never lose
s i ght of o u r
dreams"

SERVING THE GREATER SAN BERNARDINO

COMMUNITY

HATS OFF TO
MINORITY
ENTREPRENEURS

341 WEST 2ND STREET
SUITE 1
SAN 8ERNARDINO, CA 92401

NATIONAL MINORITY
ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
WEEK

Lie. No, 3604 18
(714) 734-3057

..ao West Court Street, Suita ll>t

Is Proud To Be A Part Of

657 La Cadena Drive
Colton, CA 92324
(714) 825-2472

CONG RA TULATIONS OSC

William F. C".ollu.o, President

ft THE SAN BERNARDINO
II COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

Olrt'•L-

Drffl T-,., .
-... 5',pM

Slinky Walden

DAN FRAZIER

COUNCILMAN - 6TH WARD

THE SAN BERNARDINO
:: COMMUNITY HOSPITAL is
com m itte d to p laying a
le a d e r s hip r o le in the
redevelopment and improvement
of San Bernardino's West Side.
1

A master plan for the replacement of the current Hospital, constructed in 1958,
is presently being finalized. In addition, a major new Professional Office Com
plex is being planned for the same area. The Hospital has been successful in
attracting private funding for the construction of this Office Complex.
These significant facility development plans will not only better serve the Inland
Empire's health care needs, but will also strongly stimulate the business and
enterprise development in the minority communities of the West Side.

THE SAN BERNARDINO
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
Salutes
All Minority Enterprises During This Special Week
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----�-------Stoff Illustration by !Con Jolly

to (3) KV.CR-TV studios in San Bernardino, then from KVCR to its transmitter at
Box Springs (4). The signal is sent out at the transmitter to be picked up
throughout the two-county area.

In order to be received in homes throughout the Inland Empire, the signal from the
Minority Procurement Telethon will travel via microwave (1) from Neo Produc
tions in Riverside to (2) Blue Mountain near Grand Terrace; from Blue Mountain

Cooperation key in beaming TV signal to viewers
I

Added to that complexity was what turned out to be a minor prob
lem - getting coordination of the microwave transmissions through
.,
Sun Business Editor
SAN BERNARDINO - Nothing,. it seems, is easy. While it appears area telephone companies.
While microwave signals are a type of radio signal, they are sent
that beaming the signal from the Minority Procurement Telethon to
thousands of viewers in San Bernardino and Riverside counties would and received via telephone lines.
be relatively easy, it isn't.
According to Lou Warren of KVCR-TV and Keith Lee at Operation
What did turn out to be easy was the cooperation shown between Second Chance, the television signal for the telethon will be trans
area telephone companies, production people and other officials in mitted via microwave from the Neo Productions studio on Chicago
Avenue in Riverside to Blue Mountain near Grand Terrace.
volved in bringing the show into the homes of thousands of viewers.
From there, the signal will be sent via microwave to KVCR-TV\
The studio used for the telethon is at Neo Productions in Riverside
studios on the campus at San Bernardino Valley Community College.
- large enough to handle this type of production.
The signal travels from KVCR back to the station's transmitter at
But in order for a show to originate from that location and be seen
by thousands of viewers in the two-county area, the signal must travel Box Springs in Riverside County, again via microwave. From there, the
from Riverside to San Bernardino, then back to the Riverside area for signal is beamed out to area viewers.
Neo Productions, Blue Mountain and the Box Springs transmitter
transmission to viewers throughout the Inland Empire.
By RICK BURNHAM
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Bill Smith
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Chocolate Chip

Sam Stephens

1187 N. Arrowhead Ave.
San Bernardino, Ca. 92410
(714)381-2113

;

A & A WELDING.

Contlnental Telephone of Callfornla
16071 Mojave Drive
Victorville, California 92392
(619) 245-0511

l<M

Pass Equipment Rentals
1271 East Ramsey Street
P.O. Box 787
Banning, CA 92220-0787
Tel. (714) 849-2008

Minority Businesses

P.O. BOX 27
RIVERSIDE, CA. 92507
(714) 686-0589

GILCHRIST
. PROSTHETICS & ORTHOTICS

2028 Hamner Ave.
Norco. Ca. 91760
(714) 737-2660
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Christina Millan Stylist/Owner
1359 E. Highland Ave.
San Bernardino, Ca. 92404
Located in Flowerland Plaza
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Minority Businesses
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SECURITY

3795 Sierra Way
San Bernardino, Ca.
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9575 San Bernardino Rd.
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G & G Moving & Storage
355 W. Oak Street
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San Bernardino, CA 92401
(714) 885-0671
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(714) 885-3411
1405 W. Rialto
San Bernardino, Ca.
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366 North "0" St.
San Bernardino, Ca.
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PACIFIC SAVINGS BANK
Salutes Minority
Entrepreneurs in
The Inland Empire

Mary Parente

Minority Enterprises

on MED Week '84

(714) 889-8621

'

George Williams
Salutes Minority Business

12724 So. Euclid Ave.
Ontario, Ca. 91761
(714)986-4018
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.
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AMENDT- OIL CO.

.. S.

Land M
Dairy

MINORITY ENTERPRISES
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3974 Jurupa Ave., Ste. 105
Riverside, Ca. 92506
(714)686-1116

Best Wishes �/2 00/

1090 W. HIGHLAND AVE.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411
(714) 883-2715

BEST WISHES TO

Artificial limbs, braces, and orthopedic appliances

886-3909 • 883-7 400

Bob Acosta - Proprietor

OF SAN BERNARDNIO, CA
694 N. MT. VERNON
. (714) 889-7917

LEN'S JANITORIAL SERVICES

J5,lt� Ca,ter

,

'

A MINORITY BUSSINESS
ENTERPRISE
SUBMITTED, PARTICIPANT

tle PPOress,onA ls

Salutes

While Neo Productions' studio will be large enough to meet tele
thon needs, the show will be directed and produced from a tru�k
parked outside - much in the same way the national networks televISe
from remote locations, according to telethon producer Tim Dickey.

C�TEL

e lnoJstrlal

Efr91oyer 01' employM paid fMS

Austin Smith Realtors

Although unrelated to the microwave signal problem, Continental
Telephone Co. - which provides telephone service in the High Desert
and other areas of the county - also has volunteered its help for the
telethon by lending some of its personnel for publicity and promotion,
officials said.

CONTEL SALUTES MINORITY BUSINESS

• Oerical

• Medico!

are all within the realm of Pacific Bell. KVCR's studio is located within
General Telephone's service area.
"Originally the Department of Defense Audio-Visual agency at
Norton Air Fo�ce Base was going to handle the transmission," said
General Telephone spokesman Kevin Laverty. "But they were unable to
do it, so we and Pacific Bell got together to take care of the situation.

2461 Pennsylvania
Riverside, CA 92506

(714) 684-0931

11

1,

1604 E. Highland Ave.
San Bernardino, Ca 92404
(714)889-0231
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INORITY
OCUREMENT
ELETHON
Dinners, seminars
among activities .
for· MED '84 week
By RICK BURNHAM
Sun Business Editor

SAN BERNARDINO - For the San Bernardino area, it's a four
hour telethon. For Washington, D.C., a three-day seminar on business
d _evel?pment. For many communities, it's recognition ceremonies, spe
cial dmners, and proclamations by mayors, city councils and governors.
Spec��! events of one kind or another are being· held in many
commumties to celebrate Minority Enterprise Development Week, says
Collingwood Harris, director of MED '84 in Washington, D.C.
The week is designed to recognize the more than 600,000 minority
entrepreneurs across the country.
In �ashington, the selection of the Minority Entrepreneur of the
Year will be made from a field of 12 business owners who were nomi
nated by the estimated 110 Minority Enterprise Business Centers to
regional competitions. Regional winners then become eligible for the
Entrepreneur of the Year award and several other honors.
The Small Business Administration also nominated business owners
for the award competition, Harris said.
"Many, if not all of the Minority Business Development Centers are
conducting minority business award ceremonies," Harris said. "And
proclamations honoring minority business and Minority Enterprise De
velopment Week have been passed by councils, mayors and governors
almost everywhere."
This is the second year the special week has been designated to
honor minority business, said Harris.
The three-day seminar in Washington will provide assistance on
capital development to an estimated 300 participants, including minori
ty entrepreneurs and individuals connected with MBD centers across
the country (no representatives from Operation Second Chance are
attending).
Seminar topics will include exporting and international trade, how
to compete for federal projects and selling to the government.
�� addition, . the MBDA is sponsoring a national public service ad
vertISmg campaig
n that promotes the success of the nation's minority
owned businesses.
The special promotions will appear throughout the week in print
and broadcast messages seen in the country's 100 leading markets.
awareness campaign - which is costing the MBDA an
_ The public
estimated
$125,000 to produce - describes minority-owned businesses
as a dynamic force, providing innovative products and services to the
nation's economy and providing jobs for thousands.
l!1 addition to the nation's top markets, the messages also will ap
pear m those areas with high minority populations, Harris said.

Salutatlons to Minority Businesses

Villena Insurance Services
OSCAR P. VILLENA
329 W. STATE ST., SUITE B
P.O. BOX 2043
REDLANDS, CA. 92373

. E�
(714) 798-2306

SERVING ALL YOUR BONDING AND INSURANCE NEEDS

Staff photo by Gary Voth

Minority Procurement Telethon producer Tim Dickey works on editing taped portions of the program.

Producer Tim Dickey seeks area's
sense of community through telethon
By RICK BURNHAM

ified minority businesses with those large businesses and corporations
in the area that contract for jobs and services.
The program's purpose is to give small minority business valuable
SAN BERNARDINO - How would you keep as many as 1 million air time to offer their services, and larger firms requiring goods and
viewers interested in a four-hour local telethon?
services the opportunity to give a minority-owned business the chance
That's the job freelance producer Tim Dickey took on when he was to bid for those goods or services.
hired to put together the Minority Procurement Telethon for the San
The two needs come together with the help of telethon volunteers,
Bernardino-Riverside area.
who answer telephones during the telethon and pass along information
"One of the problems you run into as far as telethons go is that you on job possibilities.
must make them entertaining, or you lose the audience," Dickey said.
"We have a crew of about 25 people who put the show together,
"One of the things I perceived about the Inland Empire is that it most of them volunteers," Dickey said. "There has been a huge amount
tends to lose its identity being next to Los Angeles. I am trying to reach of volunteer support from local husinesses."
out and grasp that sense of community that I believe is out there in the
Dickey, who now lives in Tarzana, has been in television production
average guy," Dickey said.
1
since 1962.
Dickey decided to use a mixture of live entertainment, taped seg
He came to California in 1965, where he held engineer posts at both
ments on local minority-0wned businesses, live interviews and other ABC and NBC for about five years.
He has worked for two nonprofit groups and done post production
items to keep viewers tuned in.
He divided the four hours into eight half-hour segments. Telethon work for a number of industrial clients including Western Airlines,
host Truman Jacques wpuld flll about 10 minutes in each half-hour Carnation Co. and Hughes Industries.
Before coming to the San Bernardino area to produce the telethon,
segment doing live interviews, Dickey said.
Another five to eight minutes would be used for live entertainment Dickey produced a three-day international teleconferencing seminar in
each half hour, along with pre-taped reports on specific minority busi Philadelphia. The seminar was sponsored by Intelsat, Comsat, AT&T
nesses and reports updating the show's real purpose - to match qual- and several other corporations and was seen on five continents, he said.
Sun Business Editor
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Live Fish Bait, Gator Bait
and Equipment
H. R. Pierce, Jr.

1752 w. Hlghland Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411

(714) 887-3434
888-3919

922 Vella Rd.
Palm Springs, Ca.
92262
(619) 323-5993
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TO
MINORITY ENTERPRISES
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910 Mountain Avenue

Bank of America

Ontalro, CA 91762
(714) 820-3041

I

JOHN & MABLE MILLSAP

PROPRIETORS

WEST SIDE PIT BAR-B-QUE
THE BEST IN BAR-B-QUE
CATERING SERVICE
PHONE
(714) 887-2010

1935 W. HIGHLAND AVE.
SAN BERNARDINO

Samuel's
Auto Works

AMC

MUSIC

SAM
1708 North Mt. Vernon
. San Bernardino, California 92411
Phone (714) 887-2409

(714) 885-5180

.nls

VIDEO SALES & RENTALS
TAPES-STEREOS-ELECTRONICS
SALES-SERVICE-INSTALLATION

1705 W. BASELINE

GTK Planning Consultancy
P.O. Box 1412
San Bernardino, CA 92402
Tel. (714) 887-5922
Theresa Duncan, President

SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411

WORKING TOGETHER
Minority & Women-Owned Businesses
and the
Southern ·callfornia Gas Company

The Gas Company's affirmative action procurement program was established to help
small, ethnic-owned or women-owned businesses increase their opportunities to do
business with our company, and it's a commitment we take seriously.
To learn more about how you can offer your company• s products or ?ervices to the
Gas Company, please contact:
Minority & Small Business Administrator
Southern California Gas Co.
3204 N. Rosemead Blvd. Suite 201
El Monte, Ca. 91731
(818) 307-2525

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

6

gas

COMPANY

Concern for job opportunities
makes Jacques ideal as emcee
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MBDA goal: Help
minority business
open the doors

By LARRY HICKS
Sun Slaff Writer

By RICK BURNHAM

Truman Jacqu� won't be just another pretty
face on the the minority business telethon on
KVCR, Channel 24.
True, the telethon organizers think the Los An
geles talk show host is eloquent and handsome
and will help retain viewer interest in the pro
gram, but Jacques' selection as the telethon host
goes beyond mere cosmetics.
"He's always been an advocate of economic
and employment opportunities for everyone,"
said Frances Grice, telethon originator and a long
time friend of Jacques. "Even with CBS his shows
are geared toward education and awareness of
shows like ours," she said.
Though he is better known as the host of two
weekly television shows, "Interface" and "Today's
Religion," both on KCBS, Channel 2, Jacques has
had an extensive career in social and economic
programs for the poor and disadvantaged.
In fact, some of his first visits to San Bernardi
no were as a volunteer consultant for a state social
services program in the 1960s, he said.
The social service center was similar to one
Jacques helped establish in Watts, where resi
dents could deal with their needs - jobs, disabili
ty insurance, vocational rehabilitation - under
one roof.
Jacques has also worked with the state Em
ployment Development Department and Los An
geles Chamber of Commerce's management coun
cil for merit employment, training and research.
Jacques has served as master of ceremonies
for many events in San Bernardino, including the
Black Athletes Hall of Fame banquet: the new
Ramada Hotel groundbreaking and Operation
Second Chance School of Opportunity student
graduations.
He helped San Bernardino city put together its
successful presentation for the 1976 All-America
City competition. The city won first place that
year in the annual contest sp�nsored by the Na
tional Municipal League.
"We kind of adopted him and he kind of
adopted us," !laid Grice of Jacques' relationship
with the city.
Jacques said one of the features that bas at
tracted him to San Bernardino is the apparent
access that all its citizens have to all levels of the
city's society.
"It appears here that the channels of commu
nication are open much, much more than in many
other cities," Jacques said.
He used the All-America City award as an ex
ample of this. "People from many, many walks of
life were instrumental 1n making that presenta
tion," he said.
One of the highlights of his relationship with
San Bernardino has been the growth of Operation
Second Chance from a small job referral outfit to
a successful job training and ecomomic devel
opment agency, Jacques said. He was also proud
to see the erection of a statue of slain civil rights

Sun Buslnen Editor

Helping minority entrepreneurs succeed In busi
ness has been the main goal of the Minority-Business
Development Agency since it was first created as an
arm of the U.S. Department of Commerce 15 years
ago.
Established in 1969 as the Office of Minority Busi
ness Enterprise, the MBDA's job Is to promote and
encourage minority business ownership by provid
ing counseling and assistance to minority small busi
ness operators.
The agency was r�amed in 1979 and has some
what redirected its focus toward the support of larg
er minority firms in growth industries, says Colling
wood Harris, director of the agency's Minority
Enterprise Week- '84.
He described MBDA's programs as a mixture of
assistance programs a_imed toward small business
and the larger firms.
"The focus is to try and get them (minority busi
nesses) into high-tech, labor-intensive businesses,"
Harris said.
Each federal agency with substantial procure
ment or grantmaking authority is required to devel
op a minority business enterprise development plan
each year. The plans are reviewed and made a part
of programs operated by the MBDA and the Small
Business Administration.
The MBDA also monitors the support of minority
business in the public and private sectors and spon
sors a national network of Minority Business Devel
opment Centers that offer management counseling
to minority entrepreneurs.
San Bernardino's Operation Second Chance is one

B

oth the agency and the individual
centers offer minority business
owners assistance in marketing,
accounting, personnel management
and business training.
of the agency's estimated 110 centers.
The centers receive an average of $150,000 an
nually from the MBDA, reporting back on the client
services they render, Harris said.
Both the agency and the individual centers offer
minority business owners assistance in marketing,
accounting, personnel management and business
training. Although the MBDA does not make loans
(loans are available through the SBA), it does assist
owners in obtaining government and private procur
ement contracts, and in preparing financial packages for submission to lenders.
Besides its role in providing loans to small minori
ty-owned business, the SBA manages and supervises
a number of programs specifically designed to assist
socially and economically disadvantaged businesses
through its Minority Small Business and Capital
Ownership Development offices.
As of June 30, the MBDA and its centers had as
sisted 2,126 clients with business expansion, or 85
percent of the agency's goal of 2,500, Harris said.
That business expansion had created 11,850 jobs as of
June 30, well over the agency's goal of 7,600. New

Q

James H. Richardson

business starts through June totaled 926, :n percent
of the MBDA's 1984 goal of 2,500. Jobs created by the
new business starts were at 5,452 in June, still short
of the 7,100 goal, Harris said.
In the West Coast region, of which the San Ber
nardino-Riverside area is a part, business expansions
as of June 30 numbered 356, 73 percent of the goal of
489, Harris said. The expansions created 1,806 new
jobs, more than double the 1984 goal of 695. New
business starts totaled 110, 24 percent of the 450 goal;
and resulted in 343 new jobs, or 52 percent of the 658
goal.
Taking over last February as director of the
MBDA was James H. Richardson, who previously was
the director of the Office of Regional Development
for the state of Texas.
Richardson served as advisor to Texas Gov. Wil
liam P. Clements Jr. on minority business devel
opment, and helped draft legislation creating oppor
tunities for small and minority-owned business. He
also headed a task force aimed at determining the
impact of Mexico's peso devaluation on Texas border
communities.
Richardson also served as deputy director of the
governor's Office of Regional Development, where
he was instrumental in the creation of 15 devel
opment corporations. He also participated in talks
between Mexico and U.S. governors on commerce
and industrial financing issues.
Richardson was a business finance consultant for
the Texas Industrial Commission, served with the
commission's Office of Minority Business Enterprise
for five years, and supervised the approval of $30
million in SBA loans to small and minority-owned
businesses in Texas.
From 1970 to 1973, he was deputy director and
chief of operations for the Laredo Webb County
Community Action Agency in Laredo, Texas, and
was an assistant vice president of the International
Bank of Commerce of Laredo from 1966 to 1969.
He holds a degree in economics and finance from
St. Mary's University in San Antonio, Texas.
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
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ASK FOR

TALMAGE D. HUGHES
BROKER

964 N. MT. VERNON AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA

BUS. 885-0768
RES. 889-1645

Banquet Facilities Available
For Rent For Holiday Parties
Full Menu Provided
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Salutes Minority
Businesses

STARK

TALMAGE D. HUGHES
REAL ESTATE

KOLA SHANAH

Reslauranl

PROPRIETOR

Pierce's Service Center
1548 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
ARCO Gas & Service

PHONE 887-4211 FOR
RESERVATIONS/INFORMATION

H.R. Pierce, Jr., Proprietor
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MINORITY BUSINESSES
for their contrib utions to the
marketplac e. Their creative
e f f o rts h e l p t o pro vide
produ c ts a nd jo bs tha t
maintain the economic well
b eing of the area.

leader Martin Luther King in front of City Hall,
he said.
Jacques currently hosts "Today's Religion," a
program that examines the role of religion in cur
rent events, and "Interface," another discussion
program, which brings together opposing view
points on such topics as abortion, school integra
tion, the nuclear arms race and toxic waste dump
sites.
Jacques said "Religion Today" has the higher
viewership of the programs.
His television career spans 16 years and has
involved 10 series.
In addition to his talk show host duties, Jac
ques is associate producer of the weekly public
affairs program, "At Issue," hosted by KCBS
weekend anchorman David Garcia. He is also asso
ciate producer for "L.A. Kids," a weekly chil
dren's program.
A native of Louisiana, Jacques moved to Los
Angeles 22 years ago. He received a bachelor's
degree in communications magna cum laude from
Pepperdine University and a master's degree in
public communications from the same institution.
Minorities have made progress in the struggle
for equality, and there are opportunities available
to them out there, Jacques said.
"The changes are there and they're real," he
said. "We have more elected black officials, and
corporations are beginning to open their doors to
minorities on their staffs and in their board
rooms.
"It's' the duty of any and everybody to con
stantly remind ourselves and others of those
changes and take advantage of them. We will be
the losers if we don't," he said.

DeVONNE ARMSTRONG CO.
Residential - Investment
Income -Acreage
FHA - VA Resales
MEMBER MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

6734 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, Ca. 92505
(714) 686-1290

Edith
Bates

Paid for By
Stark For Congr888

Telephone (714) 888-3919

1746 MT. VERNON
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411
JOAN JOHNSON

FOR
UNITED STATES
CONGRESS

Truman Jacques

CDC

1

1736 W. Highland Ave.
San Bernardnio CA
(714) 887-2849

Good Luck MED Week '84

Glen Helen

2833 University
Riverside, CA 92507

(714) 684-3856

ENGINEERS & CONSTRUCTORS
SINCE 1920

IEQ rL11 W!Ell�JEW

CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
LJC. :"iO. 1-l-001>'1

P.O. BOX 67
RIVERSIDE. CA 92502

C714l 684-5360
877-5300

THE NEAT BOUTIQUE
5578 MISSION BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509

Park - Oct. 27th

Enjoy Bavarian food, bands and contests
Co-sponsored by: Regional Parks Dept. and

The Newspaper for San Bernardino County

An alternate to high prices in the market
place. A wholesale membership store spe
cializing in better quality women's apparel.

Open To The Public
11-6 P.M.

BOURN'S, INC.
BEFORE

AFTER

Ms. MARGO'S

BEAUTY & SALON
BOUTIQUE
HAIR WEAVING SPECIALISTS
9346 Magnolia Avenue• Riverside
(in the Arlington Arcade)

(714) 785-6318

HOURS: Tueeday thru Saturday 9:00-5:00

A leading manufacturer of electronic
components has current openings
for:

• MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS
• COMPONENT DESIGN ENGINEERS
• PRODUCT DESIGNERS
PLEASE SEND RESUME WITH
SALARY REQUIREMENT TO:

PROFESSIONAL
RECRUITING
1200 Columbia Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92503
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Grice

(Continued from Page 2)
To attack the problem, OSC initiated a job placement program for
these kinds of young men and women.
Soon the agency expanded to job training with its School of Oppor
tunity, founded in 1972, and Advanced Technology Institute. OSC also
focused on economic development for local businesses through federal
Small Business Administration-backed loans and its Minority Business
Development Center.
The school's curriculum includes clerical and secretarial programs.
In 1979 the scope of the School of Opportunity dramatically changed.
With the depressing effects of increasing industrial plant closures
and unemployment in the Inland Empire, OSC began a program for
training in developing areas of techology, OSC officials said.
The Advanced Technology Institute provides training in drafting,
electronics, computer technology, word processing and wastewater
plant occupations.

,u

sually all we heard before is minority busi
nesses fail. This telethon will educate the
community to show the positive effect they
(minority businesses) do and could have.'

Helping minority businesses get started and grow is the specialty of
OSC's Business Development Center.
Over the years the development center has assisted more than 5,000
clients in management and technical assistance services. The agency
has secured over 360 business loans exceeding $50 million.
It has secured more than 450 procurement contracts for clients
totaling more than $60 million. OSC has conducted more than 170
workshops, seminars and training courses with over 13,500 attendees.
More than 105 new businesses throughout the Inland Empire were
established with the help of OSC.
Grice, 51, grew up in Detroit and there worked as a nurse, a profes
sion she continued when she arrived in San Bernardino in 1962.
Not long after she founded OSC, Grice got involved with school
desegregation efforts. She was one of eight parents who filed suit
against the San Bernardino City Unified School District in 1972 to bring
about integration.
She bas been a strong advocate for the minority community.
One example of that came in October 1979 when OSC helped nego
tiate an agreement to insure that minority contractors would receive at
least 10 percent of the work on the $123 million Daggett Solar Power
Plant - an experimental effort at massive generation of electricity
through solar power in the San Bernardino County desert.
"It wasn't if set aside (quota)," Grice stressed when recalling her
involvement in helping minority firms get jobs at the Daggett project.
"They actually bid on the jobs. I guess we got a little more than the 10
percent (of the jobs)," she said.
"Solar Daggett was just a spinoff in getting them (minority busi
nesses) involved in the regenerating of energy. So we got a lot of people
involved with that and now they're moving to other areas.
"But otherwise they would have never had a track record. And
everybody else would have had a track record but our people. And now
they have a track record, too, in doing that; and that's one of the things
that's really good about it.
"Since the Solar Daggett project, Bechtel (Corporation) has a cool
water, coal gasification project (near the Daggett site) and some of those
contractors went to work there," she said.
The accomplishments of Grice and OSC have not gone unnoticed.
In 1981, Grice was selected minority business advocate of the year
I by the Small Business Administration. With the honor came a chance to
meet President Reagan along with other small business advocates at a
I reception in the White House rose garden.
"From the ghetto to the White House is a mighty long way," Grice
was once quoted as saying.
I
Every year the SBA honors people, who are judged by a group of
their peers on the agency's state and national advisory councils, for
their efforts on behalf of small businesses and community causes.
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Thomas Taylor, director
of student affairs, talks
with a student in typing
c l a s s (a b o v e ), whil e
Robert Simmons works
at his drafting table. Op
eration Second Chance,
through its School of Op
portunity, gives minority
teen a g e r s and you n g
a d ul t s the c h a n c e t o
learn job skills through
vocational and high-tech
nology training.

Congratulations to
Minority Entrepreneurs
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THE INLAND EMPIRE'S CHAPTER
OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MINORITY
CONTRACTORS (NAMC)

�

18459 E. Rall road

City of Industry, Ca.
91744
(818) 912_2471
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., CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR COMMUNITY'S
MINORITY BUSINESSES

ALBERT H. ARTEAGA, M.D.
PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

OPERATION SECOND CHANCE
INC.

$ •.
$ .

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
MBDA
C
t$$$$$$$$,,.
SERVING SAN BERNARDINO
AND RIVERSIDE COUNTIES

• LOAN PACKAGING
• MARKETING
• BUSINESS PLANS
• OTHER SERVICES

341 W 2ND STREET
SUITE 1

SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92401

(714) 884-8764

------------------

Delores
Kossman

B
E

s
T

STATE
ASSEMBLY
CANDIDATE

Delores Kossman
(714) 381-4391

w
I

s
H

s

327 N. "D" St.
San Bernardino, CA 92401

It's Never Too Late To Get A
High School Education!

The San Bernardino Adult School {San
Bernardino Unified School District) can help
with Diploma classes In English and Speech,
Math, Science, and Basic Education classes.

For More Information Call
889-1037
··'

BUY - SELL - TRADE
NEW a USED

MT. VERNON
WATER CO.

DIANA MONAGHAN
STATE SENATE CANDIDATE

BEST WISHES '84
Diana Monaghan
(619) 242-4407

P. 0. Box 2006
Apple Valley, CA 92307

LP'S a TAPES a VIDEO

Where You Get the
Laust and the Gr,atest
Foruu
6-43 W. BASELINE ST.
SAN BEANAAOINO, CA 92410
(714) 884--0191

�.C. CIEVEL0PM�NT1 INC.

�I

General Contractors

ELI CHAVEZ

1703 Aspen Grove Lane
Diamond Bar, CA. 91765
Lie. No. 272850

714/861-8955

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Speclollzlng In:
Curl,, 8raldlng1,
2730 UNIVERSITY AVE.
Weovlng, end
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
Coloring
PHONl1 683-9965

a ..m!.
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THE "TEMPO" PEOPLE

Carol Haddix
Branch Manager
(714) 884-6383
(24 Hr. Answering Service)

satut�s
MinontYes
eus.iness

560 North "D" Street. San Bernardino. CA 92401

PHONE (714) 884-1811

JIousing Au,hon1g of lhe

Coun,y ol San BemarJino
1053 NORTH "D" STREET
SAN BERNARDINO
CALIFORNIA 92410

Open 9:00 to 6:00
Except Sun. & Holidays

(714) 684-0484

LEE'S SHOE REPAIR
GOLF BAG-LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR
5225 Canyon Crest Dr., No. 79

Riverside, CA 92507

SAM LEE

San Bernardino
Democratic
County Central
Committee

MED
WEEK
' 84

Barbara Burgess (714)885-2043
1168 W. 2nd Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410_
r--------------------,

fP-.uon.af Clouch .:.8afon.

GROVER L. PORTER

"<W�cu dtrunt c:Pcapfc c:1Uut"

ATTORNIT AT LAW

OPIRATOIS Gladys, Shlrley TIME: 10-6 (Tues.-Sat.)
Phyllis, Wlnsom and Anita
"NEXT TO LUCKY GREEK"

JESS RANCH - A Planned Community
We Salute Our

MINORITY MANAGERS AND OPERATORS
AUTOMATED FEED MILL
ETHANOL PILOT PLANT
SO. CALIF.'$ LARGEST TROUT FARM
(public fishing daily except Monday)

JESS RANCH

Frank Coony Mkt, Dr.

located in Apple Valley

Ph. (619) 247-2600

HERITAGE BUILDING
440W. COURT ST.
SUITE #210
SAN IIRNARDINO, CA 92401

(714) 884-0586

• SUMITOMO BANK OF CALIFORNIA
SALUTES
WE OFFER
MINORITY BUSINESS
AWIDE
RANGE OF
BANKING SERVICES

255 W. Mission Blvd. Pomona, Ca. 91766
(714) 622-1101

--------�----- ----- ---�-
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WHEREAS, President Ronald Reagan has designated the
week of October 7 - 13, 1984, as Minority Enterprise Development
Week to honor the many valuable contributions minority business
men and business-women make to our economy, and
WHEREAS, minority enterprises have made significant
contributions to our national as well as world economic well
being and have been involved with innovative products and services
in the market place, create jobs, and provide training activities,
and

By unanimous consent of the Board of Supervisors, the following resolution is adopted:

WHEREAS, a healthy, growing economy is fundamental to
creating the opportunity for the formation and growth of minority
owned business, greater economic independence for all mi�ority
Americans will best be achieved through increased opportunities
for private employment and business ownership , and

WHEREAS, fulfillment of this challenge has become more realistic today due to
significant contributions of minority American entrepreneurs to our economy: th1s
county's many minority-owned businesses reveal the true meaning of entrepreneurship;
emerging as a dynamic force in the marketplace; bringing innovative products and
services to our economy; constituting the principal source for jobs and training for
many workers; and

WHEREAS, America's growth and prosperity depends on the full participation of all
of its citizens.
If we as a Nation are to remain the world's leader in innovation,
technology and productivity, we must ensure that all Americans are involved 1n our
economic progress; and

WHEREAS, business ownership is an' aspiration held by
many Americans, minority Americans share fully in this aspiration
and the success of minority business enterprise demonstrates that
hard work and individual determination can serve as a powerful
force for social mobility and economic progress,

WHEREAS, as we enter an era of greatly expanded opportunities in economic growth
and development, it is appropriate that we encourage minority business owners by
recognizing their tremendous contributions toward the continued economic development
of our County;
NOW, TBEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Supervisors of the County of San
Bernardino, State of California, hereby proclaims the week of October 7 through
October 13, 1984, as MINORITY ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT WEEK, urging all residents of San
Bernardino County to join together with the minority business enterprises of our
Nation in appropriate observance.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT PROCLAIMED that the Board of
Supervisors of Riverside County joins with the President of the
United States of America in proclaiming the week of October 7-12,
1984, as
NATIONAL MINORITY BUSINESS WEEK

BE IT PURTRER RESOLVED that this resolution be noted in the minutes of this Board
and a copy presented to GERALD HANSON on behalf of the Mtnority Procurement Telethon
Committee.

and further recognizes the many minority'-owned businessi;,s
throughout Riverside County.

fhJ'a..U:.

DATED:

aAtJ'. . -..

August 27, 1984

WALT ABRAHAM, 1st DISTRICT

�*;.,il�

PATRICIA A. LARSON, 4th DISTRICT

Best Wishes/'
for
Minority
Enterprise
De;;;:ment
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SECRETARIAL
COMPUTER
TECHNICIAN
OPERATIONS

OPERATION SECOND CHANCE, INC.
SCHOOL OF OPPORTUNITY
SALUTES MINORITY BUSINESS
1505 W. Highland Ave.
San Bernardina, CA 92411

Salutes Minority
Business Week
Call 887-9937

Manager

Administrative Office
998 N. "D" Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 885-3461

MANPONER�
TEMPORARY SERVICES

Congratulations,
Minority Business
Entrepreneurs
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Congratulations To Our
Nations Minority Businesses
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HOH

Rohr Industries, Inc.

8200 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, California 92503-1499

• FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED
• OPEN 6:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

Embassy Liquor & Delicatessen
•CATERING
• PARTY DRINKS
• KEG BEER

BUS. 888-2413 RES. 884-2965
754 N. MT. VERNON AVE.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411

WESLEY NAVE

Electric
Service
Center

\>

"� BAILBONDS

tl, 824-5759 ..
. \.
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10812 S. Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90061
(213) 777-7707

Don't miss the "Bachelor's Extravaganza"
Nov. 11 at the Ontario Red Lion Inn
Call Artelea's Hair Concern at 885-1212
For More Information

884-2232

1661 W. Baseline
S.B. CA 92411

Subscribe today to:

BLACK VOICE
NEWS

IRV SILVER'S
MEN'S DESIGNERS.

Riverside County's Only Black Newspaper

CLOTHING

334 inl and center
san bernardlno, callfornia 92408
phone (714) 884-1148

3636 tyler mall
riverside, cal iforni a 92503
phone (714) 687-0465

- We are a legal publication $12.00
Fictitious Business Statements
per year
Filed only $25.00

P.O. Box 1581, RIVERSIDE, CA 92502
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WHERE THE SUN
NEVER SETS ON

SERVING
SAN BER ARDINO
�

$ SAVINGS $

RIVERSIDE COUNTIES
-ALL JAILSOFFICE
IN
COLTON
Manuel Calleros

FOR

A_MERICA'S FINEST CARS & TRUCKS
• TEMPO • CROWN • CREW CABS

P1tblic
Education

• ESCORT

• MUSTANG

. ••• a sound.
mvestmentm

TAX CONSULT ANT
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

1040 W. Baseline
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 888-7097

"STOP IN FOR THE LATEST IN FASHION"

1535 W. HIGHLAND
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92411
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MED Week

/JuJineJJ Week

Best Wishes
Minority
Business
Development

RICHARD ALLEN
PRESIDENT
(714) 887-8148

1

"Bachelor's Extravaganza"
Salutes
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A.H.C. Enterprises

Salutej minoril'J

"Become a part of
your local NAACP today. 11

(714) 887-6406
(714) 884-8764

EVLYN WILCOX

THE RAGMAN

S.B. Branch NAACP

Colton, Ca. 92324
(714) 370-5040

650 N. La Cadena Dr.

Fir\;t
Second
Th,rd
Fourth
Fifth

JOHN JOYNER
CAL McELWAIN ..
BARBAR.A CR.AM RIORDAN
ROBERT 0. TOWNSEND
BOB HAMMOCK

DISTRICT

EXP

Charles S. Terrell, Jr., Superintendent

• SUPER CABS

• CAB &

CHASSIS 4x4's

LOWEST PRICES
HIGHEST TRADE IN
•

San Bernardino County ScboolS

• VICTORIA
• LTD

SALES

591-6471

LEASING
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'10 seconds to air... '

Personnel discuss final set construction.

I

More than 25 volunteers are helping
make the Minority Procurement Tele
thon a reality by assisting in creating
the studio sets for the production.
A lot of effort goes into building and
painting the various sets, creating signs
and other visuals, setting up equip
ment, and planning a four-hour tele
vision production.
The telethon is the first of its kind
in the nation, and others will be watch
ing to see how successful the Inland
Empire's effort will be in bringing mi
nority business and large corporations
together.
"It's an idea who's time has come,"
said Truman Jacques, who will be the
telethon's host. "I've participated in
other telethons, and never before have
I beard anyone say that this kind of
concept could work," he said.
"The challenge is upon the producer
to make it informative and entertain
ing to hold an audience. And the chal
lenge is upon the audience to give it a
chance," Jacques said.

DEMOCRATIC HEADQUARTERS
(714) 885-2043
1168 W. 2nd St.
San Bernardino, CA
(Aluah Wing)

THANK YOU_ TO ALL
MY CURRENT CLIENTS/
Cll'i£

Al Rogers of Pacific Bell adjusts transmission equipment.

(714) 882-5059

TOP
CAT LIQUOR
Congratulates
Minority Businesses

BUSINESS CONSULTANTS

1996 W. Highland Ave.
San Bernardino Ave.
(714) 889-8633

P.O. Box 5774
Riverside, Ca. 92517

DEMOCRATIC HEADQUARTERS
(714) 885-2043
1168 W. 2ND ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA.

AL WING

(714) 683-1598

\l'

"For Your Peace of Mind, I Listen and Care"
CONTACT

THERAPY

INSTITUTE

"For Your Peace of Mind, I Listen and Care•·
ROBII DOTSON, PH. D.
887-1143
Executive Director
2676 Cincinnati St. San Bernardino. Ca 92407

Catoe's Liquor & Cuisine

Samuel Jackson's Insurance Agency

1127 West Base Line

SAMUEL JACKSON

AUTO· FIRE - LIFE • HEALTH • TRUCK • BUSINESS

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

(714) 885-7218
(714) 884-1770

San Bernardino, CA 92411

SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR 19 YEARS

Tel. (714) 885-4561

1143 W. BASELINE ST., SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411

,I

ROBERT L. HAMMOCK
Supervisor, Fifth District
Vice Chairman

�
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(714) 383-2813

I

COUNTY GOVERNMENT CENTER
385 North Arrowhead Avenue
Fifth Floor
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0110

1,

I'

(213) 388-9663
ROBERTS. LEE
3460 W. 7TH STREET, SUITE 1403, LA. CA 90005

Serving The Greater Community

I ft,.
COUITTWIOE DHELO,aEIT COIPOUTIOI
SAEDCOM

LIi"

BINDING & MAILING

Salutes Minority Business
Development.

1905 Riverview Ave.• San Bernardino, CA 92408
President

Local

(714) 796-0281

Toll Free

800-551-2091

co

COMPLETE JANITORIAL SERVICES

ROGER'S
ROGER IMBRIANI

BONDED • LICENSED • INSURED

MUTUAL BUILDING MAINTENANCE

,.

I

I�

Roberson
Enterprises
International

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
IS PROUD OF OUR
MINORITY BUSINESSES

\ �-.; }

Box 25090
San Bernardino, CA 92406
PRES. MAURICE ROBERSON

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

'f::ii1

MEL WILEY AGENCY

BURRIETTA WHITE

4

'

•FINANCIAL PLANS - IRA/TSA/UNIVERSAL LIFE
•ESTATE PLANS
•LIFE INSURANCE
•HEALTH PLANS - HOSPITAL/DISABILITY

BEST WISHES '84

BEST WISHES '84

Joe Gomez of Pacif
ic Bell hoists tripod
to roof of Neo Pro
ductions

341 WEST 2ND STREET
SUITE 4
(714) 885-7345 SAN BERNARDINO, CA 9�1

·SALUTE • • •
MINORITY BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT WEEK
-

WE ARE AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

'''V� KAISER PERMANENTE
MEDICAL CARE PROGRAM
II� Ill
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;corporations work together
;to aid minority entrepreneurs
�

�

· By LARRY HICKS
sun Staff Writer

:t The help of companies like
Continental Telephone and
'TRW,
B u enavision Cable Television
.company was essential to the mi
:nority business telethon's success
land in building stronger business
;ties between minority - owned
1firms and large corporations, the
•show's creator said.
'i
"We couldn't have done this
•w i t h o u t their su p p o r t ," s a i d
1Frances J . Grice, referring to the
,role some of the Inland Empire's
large corporations played in pro• ducing the Minority Business Tele
:thon on KVCR-TV,Channel 24.

.

!

.Many area corporations provided manpower, equipment and
cash contributions to support the
•telethon,Grice said.

ingenuity, their ambitions and
their stick-to-itiveness," she said.

"They (minority-owned businesses) are contributing to the
overall economy," said Newman,
who as the steering committee's
media director wrote press re
leases about the program and pro
duced radio and television public
service announcements.

·

f
1contributions that have been
'made by the major corporations
,have made this possible," said
•Grice, executive director of Oper
iation Second Chance and the tele
thon's creator. "It took a lot of
:technical assistance and coordina
=
� tion, and that's where a lot of
; them came in," she said.

A steering committee formed
to coordinate telethon activities
1 �as comprised primarily of rep
resentatives from the large firms.
And several representatives said
their time and efforts were worth
• it.

•

"From my standpoint ... it's
I really increased my awareness of
minority business and some of
thei_r problems and concerns,"
said Janice Newman, a public af
. fairs specialist with Continental.
"I gained a better appreciation for
minority business owners, their

"Anything that will provide op
portunities for minority business
es to bid on contracts is certainly
in order and something our com
pany supports," Laverty said.

Continental is involved in the
telethon because the company
feels "it's a very valid community
service," Newman said. Working
on the telethon also enhances the
company's image in the commu
nity,she said.

Janice Newman

"It makes us more human,"
said Newman. "It shows that we
do care."

Newman said her company has
established a · policy to actively
pursue more minority business.
Continental has sought qualified
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"By developing that (policy)
booklet and directory (of minority
vendors) we feel we're working
more toward our goal of increas
ing our involvment with minority
business," she said.

"I'm very excited about the
telethon," Laverty said. "Our pres
ident, David Anderson, bas also
expressed excitement and is deliv
ering a taped message the night of
the show."

1

WASHINGTON

minority businesses by sending
out a statewide mailer, advertising their needs and asking for a
description of services offered by
minority firms,Newman said.

Some C�ntinental employees
Another communications firm,
volunteered to work the telethon, General Telepone of California,
manning telephones and lending bas been involved with minority
general assistance,Newman said.
firms to the tune of $11 million in
contracts during the past year,
said Kevin Laverty,the company's
public affairs representative and a
telethon steering committee mem
ber.

i duced)
"Because this (telethon) is (pro
at a grass roots level ... the

THE WHITE HOUSE

A list of the steering commit·
tee members, provided by tele
thon coordinator Keith Lee, fol
lows.

Fernando Del Rio, vice presi
dent of community relations,
KHJ-TV, Channel 9; Lew Warren,
program director, KVC R-TV,
Channel 24; Jeff Smink, Martin
Goetsch and Isbmeal Paredes,
TRW; Deputy Director Glen Miller
and Ross Adkins, both Defense
Audio Visual Agency; President
David Jameson, Vice President
Rudy Barth and marketing rep
resentative and Paul Greenwood,
all Neo Productions.
Other committee members in
clude David Jones,program direc
tor,Group W Cable Television; Da
vid Ochoa and Gary Ayala,
Buenavision Cable TV; Janice
Newman, public affairs specialist,
Continental Telephone; Dean
Jones,analyst, and Kevin Laverty,
public affairs, both GTE; Ann
Wassman, Pacific Bell; Jerry Han
son, cable coordinator, San Ber
nardino County; Hattie Bickmore,
Minority Business Development
Agency; Mark Duff and Steve
Acheson, both Aerospace Audio
Visual Agency at Norton Air
Force Base; and Al Simpson,Keith
Lee and Frances J. Grice, au Oper
ation Second Chance.

I am pleased to send greetings to Operation Second
Chance on the holding of its telethon, MED '84. I
congratulate you on this unique undertaking, and
I hope it will result in substantial procurement
opportunities for minority businessmen and women
in the San Bernardino area.
I have made it a personal goal to do all I can to
help move minority group members into the economic
mainstream. We are devoting sizable Federal funds
towards that end. This year, minority-owned firms
will receive $5 billion in Federal_ contracts and
sub-contracts. Over the next three years, Federal
procurement for minority firms will rise to the
highest level in history.
However, I do not think that this country's
minority citizens can ever achieve true economic
parity without the involvement of the private
sector. Thus, I hope that businesses in the
San Bernardino area will see MED '84 as an
opportunity to seek out and hire qualified
minority contractors.
You have my best wishes for every success.

OUK COMMITMENT TO

BLACK AMERICA
At Adolph Coors Company we stand for opportunity for all people. Because of
this belief we are implementing a program to increase our commitment to expand
opportunities for the Black community. By working together we can share success.
with Black America:
The following is our convenant
,..

• Support the development of Black-owned business.
• Appoint additiona_l top Black management executives.
• Name 20 Black distributors withing our distribution territory.
• Increase the use of Black advertising and marketing services.
• Make additional corp·orate contributions to ·Black organizations and colleges.
• Expand purchasing programs from Black-owned suppliers and busin�sses.
• Deposit significant funds in Black-owned banks throughout the country.
The highlights of our co·nvenant are the result of
our many meetings and negotiations with national
and regional Black organizations. We are pledging·
ourselves to a program over the next five years that
could reach a value of $325 million.
We want to continue to work together to support
the communities, people and consumers in the
markets we serve.

Peter Coors

0 1984 Adolph Coors Company. Golden. Colorado 80401 • Brewer of Fine Quality Beers Since 1873.
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Good Citizens Know About the Issues that Affect Their Lives

The Great Depression

October 29, 1929 is the day the
stockmarket crashed. That day is
called "Black Thursday." Some stock
shares (equal parts into which the
ownership of a business is divided) that
had been worth $100 could be bought
for $3.

By 1933 the number of unemployed
was almost 20 million people.
Thousands of men took to the road as
hobos.

Many factories, mines and businesses
closed. Thousands of workers were
fired overnight. By the spring of 1931, 8
million Americans were out of work.

The Great Depression affected the lives
of everybody in the United States.
Many banks had to close their doors
because the people who had borrowed
money could not pay it back.
Thousands of people lost all of their
life's savings.

By 1932 more than 14 million
Americans were unemployed. In those
days most of the workers were men.
They were the only breadwinners in
their families. One in four workers was
out of work. One man out of work
meant that a family of five or more per
sons went hungry.

Thousands of bank employees lost
their jobs when the banks closed. Jim
Jackson was a bank guard. He lost his
job when the bank closed. He became
one of the hundreds of apple sellers on
the streets of New York City. Even in
the rain or snow, Jim and the other men
:stood on street corners selling apples

From the beginning of time, people
have looked for a safe "sleeping po
tion." Sleep is just as necessary for life
as food.

Alcohol and opium were the first drugs
used to make people sleep. But both of
these drugs make harmful changes in
the body.

Scientists that study the stars, planets
and other heavenly bodies are called
astronomers. They also use giant radio
antennas to study the stars. These
radio antennas are called dishes. Some
radio antennas are hundreds of feet
across. The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) has a
250-foot dish at Galstone, California. At
Areclbo,. Puerto Alco, there is a
1,000-foot dish. Some of these dishes
can "see" out into space a distance of
8 billion tight-years.

Early in the 20th century the bar
biturates (bar-b i c h '-u r-l ts) were
discovered. Barbiturates are called
"downers" because they make people
drowsy or put them to sleep.
Sleeping pills are barbiturates. They
work faster than others. Sleeping pills
come In many sizes, shapes and col
ors. They are prescription drugs. They
must be ordered by a doctor.
•
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(Next: The New Deal)

Scientists use instruments called
tel escopes to look at the sun, planets
and stars. The biggest telescope in the
world is on Mt. Palomar in California. It
has a mirror that measures 200 inches
across. It can see out Into space a
distance of 2 billion light-years. A light
year Is the distance that light travels in
one year. It is about 6 trillion
(6,000,000,000,000) miles. That means
that the telescope can see
12,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 miles.

The Depressants-

• •

Many cities and towns set up
breadlines and soup kitchens for the
unemployed and their families. But
there were so many starving people to
feed, the cities and towns ran out of
bread and soup. For the first time, the
United States had large number's of
people who were starving because they
could not find work.

Ways of Exploring Space

Don't depend on your friends to tell you
about drugs. Depend on the facts.
Learn the facts in The ADVANCER.

8 ...

Jim bought a box of 72 apples for $2.25.
Brown paper bags cost 10¢ -a package.
He paid 10¢ for his bus fare. If he sold
all of his apples during the 10 to 14
hours he stood on the street, he made
$1.15. If he couldn't sell his apples, his
family didn't eat.

SCIENCE

Drugs and You

. .,

for 5¢ apiece.
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(Next How Rockets Work)

